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Story By Casey Church

Photos By Sue Landon

McGovern YieldS--A-mnesty Proposa\
If Elected, Exec-Hopeful to Grant 'General Amnesty' f·o Draft Exiles
By CASEY CHURCH
Presidential hopeful George McGovern
Wednesday criticized the current GI bill
and said he would grant a "general
amnesty" to draft dodgers if elected.
McGovern spoke to some 1500 UNM
stuoents in the Union ballroom, in a
two-day visit to New Mexico that included
a conference with the All-Indian Pueblo
Council, and Thanksgiving with relatives.
After a brief address, McGovern fielded
questions, including the one on amnesty.
Mter Civil War
"Amnesty is not a new precedent,
President Lincoln declared a general
amnesty after the Civil War, H he said.
The "other side of the coin/' he said, is
treatment of returning GI's. Asserting
current provisions of the bill ccdo not
provide adequate education, do not
guarantee job opportunities, do not

•
provide adequate medical care."
McGovern contended the only reason
for the continuing American force in
Vietnam was to "keep Thieu in power, not
secure the release of prisoners."
McGovern elaborated on press :reports of
a recent incident in Vietnam in which he
has been berated by Saigon officials for
allegedly meeting with the Viet Cong.
McGovern said the meeting was "not
communist, but against Thieu" and had
been called by Buddhist lead~rs, students,
housewives."
Firebombing
The meeting was broken up by stones
being thrown in the windows, and a
firebombing outside. The charge that he
was meeting with Viet Cong was wrong
because if the conferees had been Viet
Cong, they would have been "shot or
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imprisoned" not merely pelted with rocks,
he argued.
ccThis kind of outrageous behavior on
the part of the Thieu regime convinced me
it is not worth sacrificing one American
life, or one Vietnam. se life," McGovern
said, drawing applause.
McGovern favors a total American
withdrawal by a specified date, and
predicted another major North Vietnamese
offensive after the first of the year if "the
Nixon Vietnamization continues."
Amchitka
McGovern also drew applause for his
characterization of the Amchitka
underground nuclear test of a week ago as
"foolish." On other environment issues, he
proposed strengthening enforcement
powers of the Environmental Protection
Agencies to enable them to "literally close
down" polluting plants until they met

more stringent federal guidelines.
McGovern also said he would favor
"phasing out the oil and mineral depletion
allowance over a period of five-ten years."
"I can't justify the present depletion
allowance for them (the big companies),"
he said.
On governmental re-organization
McGovern said he favored (<completely
federalizing the welfare system,"
standardizing welfare subsidies across the
nation, and making the Bureau of Indian
Affairs a special clepartment reporting
directly to the President. It is now in the
Department of the Interior.
Money Diversion
He advocated diversion of monies spent
in the military to "job-creating entreprises"
such as construction of "moderate priced
housing, urban public transit systems, and
health, day care and drug abuse centers.

Too Much Athletic Emphasis

nSenate voting Dec. 2-3; II Highlands U Requests Budget Cut
tl!d Ten eats Up for Grab.s r.~', '
s·

L.;~ Elections

for ASUNM Senate,
formerly scheduled for the end of
November, is now scheduled for
Dec. 2 and 3. All undergraduates
carrying 12 or more hours are
eligible to vote in the election; a
student ID must be presented at
the polling place.

Members of the election
commission are not sure exactly
where the polling places will be
since Mike Merrill, head of the
commtssion, is currently out of
town. One member did venture
that they will probably be polling
places in the Union, Hokona or La
Posada and President Ferrel
Heady's garage plus possibly in
the engineering area.
The election was postponed in
November when candidates
Charlie Jones and Louis Duncan
brought a case against the
Elections Commission to Student
Court. The two were declared
ineligible by the Commission, but
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were later reinstated along wi;~
candidate Fred Basil - Torres.
Half of the Candidate's
campaign statements are on page
sb.: of today's Lobo. 10 seats are
open to the 36 candidates.
Candidates are Michael
Bartholf, Chris Betts, Jerry
Buckner, Thomas Caldwell,
Bernadette Chavez, James Chavez,
Mark Chidichimo, Regis
Clauschee, Patrick Gallagher, John
Koogler, Chris Lackmann, John
Menicucci, Jay Dee Pfannenstiel,
Steven Rospopo, John McSorley,
Donald Vigil and Charlie Jones.
Also running are Fred Basil •
Torres, Jerry Cordova, Louis
Duncan, John Frank, Ernesto
Gomez, Mark Hansen, Allan
Hisey, Sandra Jaramillo, Atanacio
Maldonado, David Maine, Cecilia
Martinez, Mary Beth Martinez,
Robert Ortega, Charles Pineda,
John Quintana, Kathryn Rehm,
Manuel Sandoval, Edward Lee
Vargas and Jan Welsh.

LAS VEGAS, N.M. (UP!)Highlands University students
Thursday told members of the
Legislative University Study
Committee the school's athletic
budget should be cut because the
university placed too much
emphasis on recruiting out· of •
state athletes.
The committee met with some
40 Highlands students and faculty
members as part of its statewide
tour of New Mexico colleges and
universities.
M o s t o f t h e s t u d e n ts'
complaints at Highlands centered
on the school;s athletic program,
mandatory student fees and the
university's curriculum.
Should Be Trimmed
Richard O'Connell, professor of
drama at Highlands, told the
committee the athletic budget
should be trimmed · and funds
channeled into other departments,
"There is a need for a balanced
university life and to restore the
balance, more money is needed in
the arts and humanities," said
O'Connell.

A majority of the students
present said they favored cutting
the athletic department, budget
which totals $157,435 for the
1971-72 fiscal year, This year's
budget Is up about $500 from the
budget for the last fiscal year,
The total education budget for
Highlands U11iversity for the
1971-72 fiscal year is $3,297,000.
Although most students said
they did not favor having athletics
dropped completely at Highlands,
several said changes in recruitment
practices were needed.
Change Emphasis
Ernie Baca, a student and
chairmen of the host committee
at Highlands, said the school
should place more emphasis on
recruiting in-state athletes,
especially in football. The
Highlands University football
roster shows only 14 of its 46
members are from New Mexico.
Baca said he favored
intercollegiate athletics but
believed Highlands had become a
school where the emphasis was on
turning out professional athletes.

"We have no right to train people
for pro teams," said Baca.
Student Feeling
Student body President Albert
Miera told the committee students
were in general agreement that
prices at the school's bookstore
were much higher than at other
universities. The committee
members agr~ed.
Miera also said many students
were opposed to paying
compulsory fees for such activities
as football, basketball games,
drama productions and the school
newspaper. He said students
should be allowed to pay for the
activities on an individual basis.
"Because of this meeting, both
sides (the committee and
studente) n.r.c ncr·t;"' U.\Vaiu tlutt t1tt::
other is interested in the
university,'' said Miera.
Committee Chairman Sen, I.M.
11
Ike 11 Smalley said he felt many
of the students complaints were
valid but he was not sure it the
university had enough money to
meet their requests,
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editorial

Senate Priorities Rare
At the end of this week, Thursday and
Friday, half the ASUNM Senate membership
will change. An inexperienced Senate will
become even more inexperienced with the
10 new members elected.
'fhe major problem of any ASUNM
Senate, without clear cut constituencies and
with its rapid turnover, is ordeting of
priorities.
This Senate, following the majority of its
predecessors, was very reluctant to, or
unable to, set some definite priorities in
spending, or policy directions.
Each Wednesday night meeting,
sometimes the only time senators see each
other, revolved around the immediate bills

under consideration. It was rare for debate
to extend to the overall goals of the
University's students, or of the University.
Regrettably, few of the campaign
statements handed The Lobo by Senate
hopefuls go beyond vague promises of
"good" and "responsible" student
government offered ineffectively in the past.
We can only hope the legislative chemistry
of the new Senate will enable it to address
itself to the broader and more significant
issue of establishing a place for students in
the decision· making structure of the
University commensurate with their
importance.
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"Me? Insult tire President? Wlrat President is t/iat?"

Ubiquitous Pollsters March On

Next Freshman Class Moderates
NEW YORK (UPI)- A survey
t>f outstanding high school juniors
and srniors across the nation
indicates they would not reelect
Pr!!siden~ Nixon in 1972 although
they think he is doing a fairly
good job and genl!rally approve
his positions on public issues.
The study based on the
opinions of 23,000 public, private
and parochial school student
leaders who will be listed in the
forthcoming edllion of "Who's
Who Among American High
School Students" showed that
any serious democmtic candidate
for the presidency could get a
majority of their votes with the
exception of Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey (D·Minn.). The poll
was conducted by the book's
publisher, Merit Publishing Co.
Vote Split
A Democratic candidate would
receive 43 per cent of their votl.'s,
Nixon 33 per cent, Gov. George
Wallace of Alabama - if he runs3 per cent, and 21 per cent said
they were undecided. Votes on
sample ballot combinations
showed that Sen. Edmund S.
Muskie (D·Maine) to be the most
popular candidate with a backing
of 57 per cent of those surveyed.
45 per cent said they felt Nixon
was doing a good job
domestically, internationally or
both, while 43 per cent said he
was not and 12 per c:ent gave no
answer. Some ·19 per cent said
they rated vice president Spiro T.
Agnew's performance in orfice as
excellent or satisfactory.
Nixon's Vietnam Policy
. The students supported Nixon's
strategy of gradual troop
withdrawal from Vietnam with a
slight majority or ·16 per cent over
•14 per cent who favored
immediately withdrawal, HO per
cent were in favor of a volunteer
army although only 69 per c<•nt
say they would volunle(lr, 7fi per
e en t fa v or<•d WU!ll' and pric<•
contro!8, und 6:1 pl•r c1•nt said
l'riti<'ism of' tlw p1•ess by nwmbers
Pnge2

of government was justified in
some cases.
However, 91 per cent said too
little was being done by the
government in the field of
pollution and environme11tal
protection. Some 85 per cent said
they would be willing to pay
additional taxes to pay for
pollution control devices and
research, 82 per cent said they
would be willing to give up
electrical appliance~; and even
automobiles to help pollution,
and 81 per cent said they would
limit their families to two children
to ease the world population
problem.
50 per cent said they thought
elected officials were gent:'rally
men of intl'grity and honor, with
36 per cent voting negative and 14
per cent giving no answer.
Some 79 pet cent of the

The Source

ended by saying that the time to
do things for our R~a is now?

By Carolyn Babb
Q. What do the numbers after our names in the student

directory mean, like (6) Univ, or ( 4) AS? M.E.
A. The numbers indicate the class year (6 being
unclassified) and the letters, AS, FA, etc. are ·the college
abbreviations {N-D being non-degree). These are listed on
page nine of your old student directory (1970-71). The code
for the directory lists the student's name, class, year, college,
and phone number on the first line, college address on the
second line, and home address and zip code on the third line.
A little star by the name indicates a married student.
You would be wise to keep last year's student directory,
not only for the code to the directory, but for the phone
numbers of departments and divisions, a section that has
been omitted from the new directory.
Q. Is there any way of finding out how . much
Albuquerque's population grows each day, taking into
account traffic accident deaths, etc.? C.L.
A. None of the city newspapers prints a natural increase
table (births minus deaths) on a daily basis, except in the
form of the obituaries and birth columns. You would have to
do your own subtracting, however. The U.S. Bureau of the
Census and the New Mexico Department of Health and Social
Services' Vital Statistics Division have recorded a natural
increase from 1950 to 1960 of 55,697 and from 1960 to
1970 of 52,126.
Q, If you're under 18, what is the maximum sentence you
can be given by the juvenile court? D.T.
A. If you are under 18 and living or found within the
couut.y, the juvenile court can confine you in a number of
institutions until you become 21. At the discretion of the
juvenile court, however, the juvenile may be treated as an
adult where the juvenile has violated state traffic laws, or city
traffic ordinances, etc. If the juvenile is charged with an
offense in juvenile court that would be a felony if committed
by an adult, and the court decides that it would not be in the
best interest of the child or the public to retain jurisdiction,
the court can certify the child (if 14 years or older) for
criminal proceedings to any court having trial jurisdiction
over adults who commit that offense.
Q, Could you print a picture or drawing of what the area
west of the Union is going to look like eventually? I'm afraid
I will graduate and be long gone before they get it finished.
R.F.W.
A. There is an architect's drawing of what the new Mall
area will look like inside the lobby of Zimmerman library
which should satisfy your curiosity.
Q. Why doesn't your editor, Casey Church, ever answer the
letters to the editor? J.F.
A. She does answer some letters with an:· Editor's Note, for
example, when there has been an obvious error of fact in the
letter, or the situation described in the letter is not made
clear in the text. Church said most letters to the paper are
opinions on something the paper has covered or commented
on, and that they should stand on the merits of their
arguments.
:·r? my min~ the l~tters column serves to air campus
opmwn on topics. I hke to see a dialog in the letters
especially on crucial issues such as teacher evaluation o;
funding levels in the athletic and academic departments " she

students said political and social
changes could be made within the
established system of government
but 87 per cent voted to replace
the presidential electoral college
with elections by popular vote.
They favored regulation of the
expenditure of campaign money
by 83 per cent and full disclosure
of elected officials' sources of
income by 77 per cent.
A majority were critical of sex
and narcotics education they were
receiving, thought the penalty for
possession or use of marijuana too
high although they thought its use
led to use of other drugs, and
favored pre·marital sex if the
possibilities of pregnancy or
parental disapproval could be
'
removed. Some 90 per cent said srud.
they favored birth control and 70 . C~urch al~o said she felt that the letters served as a way of
per cent were in favor of legalized JUdging the Importance of an issue or story to the students.
abortion.
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I am happy but yet I feel a sadness because my
people are being oppressed, These are your laws
with which we must live. Why can't we make our
own laws and why can't we spealt our own language?
Wily, is such a small work but yet with so much meaning
your mtJaning of so many words is really some times
too hard to absorb.

f
lil-

larry qu~llar
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Academia Mines Barrios
For Learning Philosophy

I
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What started as a dream and
now holds the key for Chicano
survival is fast becoming a reality
in the rural villages of northern
New Mexico.
Not even two years old, La
Academia de la Nueva Raza,
Chicano controlled, is developing
a Chicano philosophy based on
Chicano life experience in an
attempt to develop an educational
process t11at hopefully will be the
survival of La Raza.
La Academia, headquartered in
the historic village of Plaza del
Embudo, founded in 17 32, also
has the same process in San
Antonio, Tex.
More than any Chicano group,
it has asociados (fellows) ranging
from the age of eight to 90 -yearold people with very limited
forma! education to university
professors with PhD's and other
professionals.
Their goal is the same, "to
develop a body of knowledge
consonant with Chicano values,"
that reflects its history,lite.rature,
and 'Philosophy by mining "EI

'

Lobo Letters, Bema Policies

Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Cot1cert Review
but don't exhibit your own lack
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
I must take exception to your of sophistication by denigrating
two recent reviews of audience this good city and its citizens.
included with the letter or it will not be considered for
reaction at the Los Angeles
Bill Matturro publication. Names will not be withheld upon request. If a
Philharmonic concert. Having
letter is from a group, please include a name, telephone
recently moved here from that
number and address of a group member. The letter will carry
"epitome of cultural nwareness"
Concert Accommodations
that
name, plus the name of that group.
as your reviewers seem to believe
To debate the conclusions in
characterizes New York City and Tim Hunt.er's review of the Los
The Lobo will publish letters as space and the number of
other large cities, I believe I can Angeles Philharmonic:
letters received allows.
mal:c a fair judgement of
1. Over 700 students
Bemas ..•
Albuquerque's citizens.
attended- better than par for the
I find their spontaneity and course.
"
Bemas are unsolicited, signed guest editorials which do not
general appreciation <'f good
2. Prices for students ranged
necessarily
reflect the editorial policy of The Lobo or the
music (ignoring trivial raux pas) to from $2.50 to $4.50. Subscribers
policy
of
ASUNM,
GSA or UNM. Bernas rnay be any length
be genuinely refreshing a rter the paid as little as $.90. Check the
but may be cut due to space limitations.
'
snobbish disinterest of big city pric!ls for the next rock concert.
concert goers.
3, This was the costliest
As with letters to the editor, please include address and
Perhaps my experiences have program t•ver presented by the telephone number with the Bema.
beC'n unique but I havP met more Cultural Pr01,rram Committee.
Both letters to the editor or Bernas can be mailed to The
peopll' her~:- with true 'dass' than
!. A ''wotkmanlike
Lobo,
P.O. Box 20, UNM, delivered t() The Lobo office at
proportionately in Nl•W York,
perfotmance?" hardly!
Plt'ase don't put us down William Martin, director thf' cornpr of Yale and Central, 01' dPposited in th(> Lobo
review tht> music if you aH• able
Popejoy Hall Suggestion Box insidP the east door of the Union.
II
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Today, Juan, the movimiento
evolves around people who
happen to feel some compas$ion
for someone else who might be
$U[fering or who is getting
$hafted.
There are a lot of things that
can be done, Juan, but the biggest
point ill when a person reaches the
point where he feels ready and
able to do something within el
movimiento.
Okay, buthowareyou going to
get someone to want to do
something fo:t their people?

A hope seen through
mournful eyes
within me
the Indian died
a Chicano cried!
A searching soul
gabachos lied
but!
they never killed
my spirit
instead
instilled
a will
to live
to be reborn!
Ed Duran

1
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Chicdno Grandpas
survived somehow
Chicano hijos hated it, moved away
wars y worldly wise y success
Chicano nietos learned the hard way
gabachos brainwashed to insanity
Chicanos de La Nueva Raza
will you survive?
Science y Sanity
Ed DuraJ.

That's right vato and people
have been coming up to me
lllmost every day asking just what
they can do and if it will ever do
any good.

Oro del Barrio,"
La Academia defines barrio as
the last ''bastion of community/'
Recently, La Academia held a
symposium on the "P8ychology of
the Oppressed Towa:tds a
Psychology of Liberation" where
several UNM students and
professors participated. Topics
discussed were the creative rebel,
envidia, humilda and many others.
The proceedings will be published
in book form by La Academia and
will be made available to the
public.
"El Cuaderno de vez en
cuando," which recently came
out, is available to interested
persons. It is the official organ of
La Academia and will be
published quarterly.
Before the Ill'st of the year, La
Academia will be coming out with
its first book entitled "Entre
Verde y Seco," written in
Spanish. Several universities in
New Mexico, Texas and California
will be using it as a textbook.
La Academia is open to those
willing to work. Its bywords are
"EI que pone saca."
More intormation is available
by writing: La Academia de Ia
Nueva Raza, Box 148, Dixon,
N.M., 87527.

That's a good Question, Juan.
You see there are many of us
who've felt the racism and
injustices of this system in a very
direct way all our lives. On the
other hand, though, there are
those who are Chicanos who can
truthfully say they have never felt
discriminated against But, the
truth of the matter is that
institutionali;:ed racism has been
with us daily for years and many
have seen it as so much a pa'l't of
their lives that it?s hard to tell it
apm·t.
You see, Juan, when people
realme what has been going on in
regards to our people for years,
then a very critical stage has been
reached. Then comes the decision
whether people want to just talh
about it or get out and do
something about it. When people
can take rheioric and turn it into
action, then cures for the evils
which affect our Raza will be
forthcoming.
I see, Beto. What it amounts to
is caring about someone else
besides yourself and being willing
to jeopardize your social or

others who have been shafted
more than you have. But now we
get back to what people can do.
It starts out very basic, Juan.
Right in the home. Many times

your own parents have to be
convinced and any information
you can provide them may help
them to reali.ze how the
educational, judicial, penal, etc.
systems in the country have hurt
our Raza.
Then you may have to talk to
your friend$ in the barrios or at
school. Every body can do
so me thing iust by tatl1ing to
people and trying to get them to
open their eyes to the problems
we face. This is one of the
purposes ChicanoStudiesatUNM
serves: to provide information and
resources for people who want to
know and do something. More
people are needed there to just
sort of hang around when they
have time and rap to people who
come in asking questions.
That's one thing about the
m ov imiento Juan. There's
something to fit every person's
abilitie$ or specific interests.
People can volunteer to help the
boycott committee which is
struggling to aid the farm workers.
And then there's the Bobby
Garcia Cultural School inAtrisco
which always welcomes volunteers
and all the various com111ittees at
Chicano Studies which are trying
to extend to the communities.
Volunteer tutors are always
needed {or Chicanitos out in the
barrios; the Boy's Club in Old
Town nf!eds volunteers to coach
and referee basketball for the
chavalitos in the area, and the
other community centers always
welcome volunteers.
EI Teatro de la Calle from
Chicano Studies is being reuived
and needs

people to act and help

with productions.
And if your bag is politics,

trying to organize in New Mexico
so that candidates can be selected
from within ct1r Raza to provide
an alternative to the traditional
two·party system.
More immediately, we have the
politics on the UNM campus. The
student senate elections are this
week, Voting will be Thursday
and Friday and all this week. The
Chicano slate will need help
leafleting, making signs and just
talking to people about voting.
Yeah, I've heard about the
Chicano slate )lut I need to know
all the names of the candidates on
the slate.

All eight of these candidates are
running the same platform and
have pledged to balance the
budget so that Chicano Studies
and other ethnic programs on
campus will get a more
proportionate share. Primarily,
they've pledged to work to give all
the Chicano:; on campus a voice in
government. They are Sandra
Jaramillo, Manuel Sandoval, Lee
Vargas, A tanacio "Tato"
Maldonado, Juan Quintana,
Ernesto Gomez, James Chavez
and Bernadette Chavez.
You see, Juan, there are many
things one can do. We could go on
and on but the main thing is that
when people want to do
somf!thing within el movimiento,
they have them available if they
just get out and look or ash
someone.
-----Justo Sierra, educator and
Mexican ambassador to Spain,
said tha~ French intervention was
responsible for Mexico's
nlltionalism.

-----Mexillo gained a new national
holiday in the victory over
Laurence:r. at Pueb\a, when on
May 5, 1862, the French army
was forced back to the coast with
thelossofonethousandmen.

UCLA, Stanford Seek Chicanos
Recruiters Want Law, Graduate Candidates
Chicano Studies coordinator
Antonio M on dragon has
announced that reeruitors from
UCLA and Stanford will be on
campus Tuesday seeking Chicano
candidates for graduate and law
school.
Carlos Gil, representing UCLA,
will interview Chicanos graduating
in the spring who are interested in
pursuing graduate studies leading
to an MA or PhD at UCLA. He
wi 11 a I so make avail able
application materials and
information on financial

assistance for the graduate school
there.
Maria Baeza will represent the
Stantord Graduate and Hilario
Rubio will be seeking candidates
for the Stanford Law School.
According to Mondrago11, the
MA stipend at UCLA would
amount to approximately $200,
along with the possibility of
registration and out • of· state
tuition fee waivers.
Financial assistance through the
Graduate Advancement Program

for Chicano students is available
for all departmE>nis E>xcept social
welfare, business administration,
engineering, law and the health
sciences, Mondragon said.
Gil will be at Chicano Studies
from 9 a.m. to 1 p,m,
Maria Beaza wlll be at Chicano
Studies in the morning and the
Placement Center in the
afternoon. Rubio, who wlll also
seek law school candidates for
other California schools, will be at
Chicano Studies from 1 to 5 p.m.

Porfirio Diaz ruled Mexico
from 1876·1911.
American holidays in railways
in Mexico, valued at $335 million
in 1902, rose in value to $644
million by the end of 1911.
Benito Juarez, a Zapotec
Indian, rose from orphan ·to
lawyer, legislator, governor of
Oaxaca and eventually the
presidency of Mexico.
Mexico City was built by the
Aztecs about 1325 on islands in
Lake Texcoco and was called
Tenochtitlan.

DROP-IN GROUP
THURSD,AYS 3:00-5:00 PM
HONORS CENTER, SEMINAR ROOM H
Gestalt demonstration with Paula Bottome1
counselor in the General Honors Program.
This group for students in the General Honors
and Undergraduate Seminar Programs is also

the
best

23¢
l-IAMBURGER
in town

DUTCH INDONESIAN
CUISINE

open to ANY students or faculty who would

l•'ealuring .••

I
e

I

Henry's Drive-In
16 Central !Jam to I 1 am

IN
ESIAN RIJSTTAFEL
1 A.M. • 2 P.M. 5 F>.M. • 9 P.M
Closed Smtdays

9129- 4TH N.W.

•

898-5533

like to explore Gestalt and other experiential
methods of growth and awareness.
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Money Crises Discussed in Rome·

Senate Campaign Statements

Showdown Tuesday-Wednesday: 'What Price Gold?'

More .on Page 7
Mark Chidichimo
If you can spell my name with
your eyes shut, advanc!l three
spaces and enter ,YOUt junior year
as a modern and classical
languages major, lf YoU can
pronounce it, drop out o! school.
The Peace Corps needs you, And
if you can do neither, advance to
tenured faculty status. There, llt
least you won't have to won•y
about stupid issues like student
elections in a year when nobody
cares enough to vote,

The war cry of the Apathy
Party (''Who Cares?") was
hammered out by a dedicated
platform committee working for
hours over a hot Wllter pipe and
cooling themselves when the
strain became too great by
consuming vast quantities of
Spanada and Ripple. My thanks to
the entire University community
for this gigantic effort.
lf elected, you can be sura I'll
repay the favor by using all the
hack-stabbing, arm-twisting and

WHEN YOU'RE IN LOVE
GO AHEAD •••
PUT US IN THE MIDDLE
CHRISTMAS BONUS
FOR SHOPPING EARLY
STUDENT CREDIT TERMS
WILL CARRY NO INTEREST

jervele,.~

~,)

YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER
2312 CENTRAL SE

OPPOSITE YALE PARK

smoke-filled room politicking
technique!; ever devised since the
first politici;m set himself up as
the voice of the people, After llll,
you Wllnt a real senntor, don't
you?
When the 10 pe~·cent of you
who will bother to vote walk into
the voting machines, :~;emember, A
vote for Chidichimo ... is a vote
for Chidichimo.

.,

Fred Basil·Torres
No one really gives a flying
damn about student government.
The only thing of consequence is
the $ it collects in fees only to
later hand it over to every club
that springs up, miraculously, to
collect its "fait" share.
Big schools (just as UNM is fast
becoming) have started to
substitute their student
governments for funding
institutions which seize upon a
small number of. worthy causes
which will also benefit students.
These causes include aiding Nader
or a local Environmental
Protection Agency, Closer to
students is the funding of a food
cooperative, which would at least
have the economic power to lower
the grocery bills of participants by
10·20 per cent, Mllny people have
&upported alternatives such as
these, for each would give the
student community more power
to daal with the rest of the city.
And how do we deal with the rest
of the city? We do it with what
they unden;tand: money,
Albuquerque has used the student
community by overcharging for
food and housing, Since we have
had no Dther alternatives, we have
had tD accept the high prices.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

POPEJOY HALL
And The Cultural Program Con11nittee
Present

·HEXTRAORDINARILY FUNNY''
-Clive Barnest N.Y. Times

"A GENUINELY BRILLIANT NEW PLAY." -Richard
Watts,
N.Y. Post
Barnes,
,_EXTRAORDINARILY FUNNY! GO SEE IT." -Clive
N.Y. Times
"A LAUGH ORGY!"-Time Magazine

,..
\

GORDON CROWE

Regis Ciauschee (incumbent), Jerry Cordova
Many events lind actions by the
faculty, administration and
Regents in which shtdents' rights
and interest are infringed upon
periodically. Usually the students'
voice is heard much later, like two
years or the next day after such
actions are taken,
Many instances like the
dropping of the BBA, athletic fees
continually assessed without prior
approval of the students. Our
basic stance is always to &trive for
the protection of these rights in
our term of office ·as student
s~nators.

Being experienced, mature and
knowledgeable in the mechanics
of the protection of J;tudent rights
by such actions like continual
attendance of Senate committees,
Board of Educational· Finance

(BEF), Regents, faculty,
administrative and legislative
meetings and sessions; lobbying
for improvements advantageous
for the University.
We will get the athletic fee to
be optional or removed as a
burden of the students, lind in its
place to strive for a one shot bond
election to improve the physical
improvements of the various
student organizations. A very
strict watch of future ASUNM
expenditm•es in the budget and
bills, To strive to get a large scale
apartment compl~ for martied
and single students.
We will always have an open ear
to student opihion through
personal contact or student
survey,

Chl'is Betts

Mike Bartholf

1 onlY. have two promises that I
can keep- I'll work hard and I'll
honestly try not to Jet politics
corrupt my judgement. That
means that I will do my best to
hear both sides of an issue and
then 1'11 vote in a way that I feel
helps the greatest number of
people without Jetting politics or
what is best for me enter the
picture,
How do I feel on the issues?
WeJI, I do know that there aren't
enough books in our library and
we have reached the point where
we stuff nearly 2000 human
beings into a gym to take a test
while the students are paying over
$364,000 for an athletic program
to entertain the people of
Albuquerque. That is not the type
of education many students come
here to get. However, it will
continue until we decide whllt our
priorities are and voice our
objections. I thihk the students
ought to have a voice in how their
money is being spent. I'm raising
my voice.
By the way, I won't be littering
the campus with handouts as was
done last spring so I hope that
you'll remember me. Thanks,

You come to college to learn;
and leaming has two parts i that
which is academic and that which
is experience, or extracurricular.
As far as I nm concerned, this
University lacks a lot in giving the
majDrity of the students that
other part of education, the
experience side. l am tired of
money being spent on a thousand
small organizations that draw but
a small portion of the student
populace, Therefore, I feel the
most important issues to be those
that help people, and since people
are students and students are
dormil's, blacks, whites, Chicanos,
Indians, greeks, commuters, and
this means everyone.
I would like to see measures
adopted that would benefit all the
students, In the line of academic
matters, I would like to see the
Senate, with the popular support
of at least 75 per cent of the
student body, go before the
faculty and demand that-a new
grading methud be brought forth.
The new method I would like to
see on this campus is one of "A,"
''B," "C," "D," and no credit.
This would allow the student who

/

'
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'Chicago Seven's' Lawyer
Speal<s at Popejoy Today
Lawyer William Kunstler,
defense <1ttorney for the "Chicago
Seven," will speak at UNM's
Popejoy Hall at 8:15 p.m.
Monday.
KunsUer's appearance is part of
this year's UNM Student Speakers
Committee series, Admission is
free to all UNM and University of
Albuquerque students, faculty
and staff. Other admission Is
$1. 50 for adults and $1 for
children.
Kunstler, who rarely accepts a
fee for his defense in civil rights
cases, achieved national attention
for hi& vociferous defense of
Rennie Davis and David Dellinger
in the much publicized Chicago
Seven Trial. The trial centered
around a conspiracy charge and
Kunstler was sentenced to four
years and 13 days in prison on 24
counts of contempt of court.
The former New York lawyer,
who graduated from Columbia
Law School, has been counsel to
the Congress of Racial Equality,
Dr. Marti11 Luther King, the
southern Christian Leadership
Conference, Stokely Carmichael,
Tha Harwood Foundation in
Taos, N.M., is maintained by
UNM and comprises a collection
or paintings by artists who have
lived and worked in the state.
Since its opening in October of
1966, Popejoy Hall has hosted
over 700 cultural programs.

(Please turn to page 7)

presents

A reference collection of
68,281 slides and 16,500
photographs and reproductions is
maintained by the Fine Arts
Library.

STUBBY KAYE
IN

NEIL SIMON'S

Razor's Edge
Sehring
Professional

NEW COMEDY SMASH

Hair D ·

for Men

DIRECTED BY

JAMES BERNARDI
Sunday! December 5-8:15 p.m.
Adults $5.50, 5.00 4.50, 4.00, 3.50
UNM Students with activity cards 1j2 price
Telephone 277~3121
Tickets now available: MY FAIR LADY AND PROMISES, PROMISES.
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UniversCll TrQvel
Service

Air Lines-Steamship
Tours & Groups
Member-American Society
· of Travel Agenl$

2906 Central SE

255-8665

BE DOING
TOMORROW?
Finding a job
that gives you
satisfaction isn't
easy today. Not in
a world as con·
fusing nnd complex as ours.
But the Paul·
isl finds a frequent joy in his
own way of life
and values that are
lasting.
As a Paulist lie
may counsel a run·
away youth, listen to
the problems of a
senior citizen, organize a Home
Mass or conduct .
a forum on narcotics. Because Pau!ists have always been pioneers in communications, he may communicate
through the printed word or
through mass media such as
radio, films or television.
Whatever tool he chooses, the
Paulist gets his "message"
through,
Can you think of any other
life that will provide more inner
sati>faction for you?
For more information about
the Paulist priesthood wri!c to:

PQUriStfothets.

by Appointment only
255-0166
5504 Central Ave. S.E.
(1 Blk.............
East of San Mateo)

a monetllrY packllge deal is seet•
before then,
However, some hard bartering
is .expected by both, sides,
especially on Americ<~'s refusal, to
dev11lue and on the import surtax.
The 10 per cent surcharge has
been perhaps the major European
and Japanese complaint against
the Pre.sident's drsstlc policy to
put America's economy back on
its feet.
But, with a mandate to incresse
the surtax to 15 per cent on the
White Iiouse desk and a record
trade deficit on the books for
October, Connally still has a
trump to play at the money talks.
There is no life on Mars.

HAVE YOU GIVEN
MUCH THOUGHT TO
WHAT YOU'LL

C.S.I•,, Va~.·alion Director, Room

Expert long
Design
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women

Connally, however, has
stubbornly reiterated the United
States hall no intention of
devaluing the dollar, and has
suggested instead that llll the
other countties increase the value
of their currencies,
European sources say they
expect Connally to unbend a little
at the me~ting and present a
compromise plan - which would
devlllue the dollar slightlyprovided the other nations also
increase the value of their
currencies, and together
completely realign the
internat~onal monetary system.
The Europeans speak of a five
per cent devaluation of the dollar
with Germany and Japan also
revaluing upwards the mark and
the yen. The othet nine also insist
on the abolition of the 10 per
cent American surtax on imports
as a price of any package ,deal.
Both sides do agree that a final
solution to the crisis, which was
spawned last Aug, 15 with
President Nixon's new economic
policy, will likely not come out of
the Rome meeting,
President Nixon has scheduled
meetings with French Presia!!nt
George· Pompidou and British
Prime Minister Edward Heath
n~t month, No final decision on

H. Rap Brown, and the Black
Panthers.
Kunstler's Cllreer as a civil rights
lawyer began in 1961, when, at
the age of 41, he helped a black
lawyer defend Freedom Riders in
Jackson, Miss. He has been active
in the Albany, Ga., Birmingham,
Ala., Danville, Ala,, St. Augustin,
Fla., and elsewhere. He has
written for most of the majo~
magazines and several newspapers
and has written several books. He
won the Bronze Star for his
performance as a U.S. Army
Major in World War II.

Rev. Donald C. CnmpbeU,

.L

ROME (UPI)- The
internanonal money quarrel
moved to Rome Sunday fo;r two
days of talks among the world's
10 wealthiest non-communist
nations on the subject "what price
gold?"
One by one, the financl! or
treasury ministers from thll group
of 10, along with Switzetland.
which will sit in as !In observer,
arrived for a showdown meeting
'l'uesdny and Wednesday on the
current monetary crisis.
U.S, Treasury Secretary John
B. Connally, who will chair the
meeting, was among the first to
ardve. He immediately set up a
series of bilateral meetings with
some of America's former best
customers.
The group of 10 includes the
five Eu~opean common market
nations of West Germany, France,
Italy, the Netherlands and
Belgium; and Britain, Sweden,
Canada, Japa11 and the United
States.
The main topic of conversation
will be the U.S. dollar and its real
worth.
All nine of America's wealthy
colleagues want the United States
to devalue the dollar by increasing
the official price of gold from its
present 35 dollars an ounce.

415 West 59th Street

NcwYork1 N.Y.l0019

By the time Phil gets through paying
for tuition, books and an outrageous
rent, he doesn't have a whole lot left
for a stereo.
BSR McDonald makes the RTS·40A
for people like Phil. It's a complete
AM/FM/MPX Phono component stereo
system. The receiver delivers an
honest 50 watts and boasts excellent

·-I
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sensitivity and separation specs. Th~
turntable is our best·seller, and
comes complete with a matched base,
tinted dust cover, and Shure magnetic
cartridge. The speakers are true
two·way sealed acoustic suspension,
with amazing bass response.
We invite you to see the RTS·40A at
your nearest BSR McDonald dealer.

If you think it sounds good on paper,
wail' II you hear it.
In our unashamed attempt to get
you to think kindly of us, we offer
a full colo; 22"x29" poster of this
boy·girl photograph with the
quote from Shakespeare about
BSR McDonald -for only $1.00
postpaid. It makes a lovely gift.

-- - ---------BSR (USA) LTD.

ROUTE 303, BLAUVELT, N.Y.10S13
[J send

. _full eo lor

~osle".

/c!~~'g;~ot~ach postpaid)'

~·~~'
I

M. DONALD

OChec~ here if you want. our free catalog
of turntables 3nd stereo system$.

~~
Address

c~

.
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Lobos End Year on L,oss
New Mexico's powerful Big
Red Running Machine plowed up
nearly two acres of tropical
topsoil Saturday to help kick off
the Hawaiian rainy season,
But the free farmwork didn't
ge~ the Lobos much thanks as the
Hawaii Ra~:.:LvT~..- ~;.;.J. ~:i~· 5 .;.-.:::,.;~;.:.::~
bunch of hometown officials
fought back from a 2).-7 halftime
deficit to shoplift a 28-21 victory.
The light rain that covered
Honolulu Stadium, which one
sports announcer termed "a
disgrace to college football," was
not named by Lobo head coach
Rudy Feldman as the most
important factor in the outcome
of the game.
One factor Feldman did
mention after the game - the
officiating-'- was not without
credibility, While the wonderland
won derboys were being
discriminated against to the tune
of 13 ywds the first half and 15
yards the second, UNM was
backed up 80 yards in the first
half alone,
Feldman said the all - too frequent field conferences
between the Lobo team

(@uartrrn
Package Liquor

SCHLITZ
3.84 case

.9G 6-pk

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.
905 Yale SE

Rcpail·l\: ~fainwnanrc
on all foreign cars

Cfloreign Car Specialists
333 Wvominl!' Ulvd, ;o.m
26!i·!i!l01
Free Estimate~

spokesmen and Rainbow officials
might have been about "what the
penalty was, whe1·e the ball was,
when the clock should start," and
so on,
Outrush, Outpass UH
Despite the penalties the Lobos
r>L"l'•:-rl ~n' thflir

1 '17 1

!"'lnmai<m

with d29 yards aground to- 205
for Hawaii, and 189 yards in the
airways to 131 for the islanders.
Fred Henry led the ground
attack with well over 100 yards,
including an 83-yard scamper.
The 329 yards rushing was 73
yards shy of the mark that would
have made UNM tl1e second best
rushing team in college football
history,
.
Hawaii, which has mysteriously
dropped but one decision in the
last 17 outings at home, will put
their 7-3 slate on the line next
week against top-ranked Nebraska
in Honolulu, It is here that
vengeful Lobo football fans
should begin calculating, as the
Cornhuskers claimed a 35-31 win
over Oklahoma Thanksgiving day
in a game that singed the copy
paper of thousands of sports
writers across the nation,
End 6-3-2
New Mexico, which finished
the season 6-3-2 ended an 85-yard
first quarter drive with Tony
Letu!igasenoa's one yard run to
make it 7-0, and then soph
fullback Rich Diller capped a
53-yard drive at 14:35 of the
second quarter with a one· yard
run to give UNM a 14·0 lead.
Then Hawaii figured out a way
to move the ball, and with the
help of these penalties moved to
the Lobo 6 for a fourth down
play. The Rainbow's tremendous
superstar Larry Sherrer then took
1t over, and 1t was UNM 14 • them
7,
After the 8 3-yard run by
Henry, Tony L. pushed it over
from the one to cap Lobo scoring
in both the first half and the
game. Joe Hartshorne was
successful in all three PAT's.

Sherrer Scores
Then the stupendous Sherrer
and the officials took over, and
Hawaii was able to crunch out
three TD's in the second half.
After Hawaii's first drive stalled
opening the second half, Long
"<:>nr<>rl nn 1 ? ~ ·Y? •·rl kPPpPY, but
wouldn't you know it was called
back for a penalty, The five yard
penalty wasn't quite enough, so a
15-yarder was tacked on, and the
Lobos were not able to score,
With the Lobos still leading
21-7, the officials must have
become afraid. Ove1· the radio
sports announcers were risking
their scandalous necks bravely by
calling the officiating "bush league at its best" and saying
they'd never send a football"team
to Hawaii, and so on.
Penalties began occurring at
such instrumental places as would
befit the script of a "B" movieagainst the Lobos.
And while the officials were
directing their south seas circus,
Hawaii was shaking hands with a
host of clipping, holding, etc.
penalties on their way down the
field.
And Sherrer managed to get
three more TD's, just enough,
oddly, to wi)l the game. UNM's
final bid for a score was aborted
about five seconds after an
incomplete pass to Ken Smith,
who the announcers said was
blatantly interfered with, when
the gun sounded,
Wait Until Films
"It seemed there were a few
seconds left in the game,"
Feldman said. He added that no
comments were to come from him
regarding the officiating until he
saw the game gilms.
"1 fee! badly that the seniors
who contributed so much to the
program weren't able to go out a
winner," said coach Feldman. He
had words of praise for the 16
seniors who made the trip and the
six who were not able to and
added that he hoped this year's
crop of freshmen could help
compensate for their loss.

DID YOU KNOW?
That you may lwcomc a member of the Arnold Air Society
and work with those beautiful
.\ngtl5. Join Air Force ROTC.

Amistad

Due to problems beyond
Amistad's control, the rilms
"!'ltolerance," and "The Golden
Twenties," will not be shown.
Watch for them later,

Big Mouth

Drinking Mugs

MICKEYs
Malt Liquor
Stout

ay ROGER

RUVO~O

.~orry,

' ' Cf

Joe ''

Until last Wednesday I never fully realized the powers of
bad ink over a person.
I wrote an article for the Nov. 24 Lobo about an
interview between Joe Hartshom.e and myself. In that
article a copy problem suggested to at least some readers
that Hartshorne a UNM student and placekicker for the
Lobo football team, had been offered, or had received,
.
depending on the reader's interpretation, bribes.
Untrue. Bribes were simply one of countless subJects
covered by Joe during an unstrained, fascinating interview.
He spoke on bribes objectively, intelligently, and detached
from them.
Almost more tragic to me than the mistake is the fact
that it completely destroys what success the article had at
showing the awesome character of Joe Hartshorne. This
makes me wonder if ink does as much good as it does bad.
I wish that every eye that ever reads that article could
also read this, but I'm probably just dreaming. Sorry, Joe.
Some of that interview that didn't get printed was the
piece Hartshorne wrote under the simple title of
"Football."
It read: "Where else but in America would a person get
·four years of free school for spending two hours a day
kicking a blown up bag of pigskin between two poles stuck
in the ground?"

1-laving Troullle Writing Home?
Ilave the Lobo Do It For You!
One Tear -- $7.00
All you nr<•d lo do to haw the LOBO mailed to vour home is
~end Si.OO to: LOBO. tlN\1 P.O. Box 20. Fniv;rsity of Ne.w
Mexic•o, Allntqut•rqut-. l\t•w l\It•Xi('o, B7106 or come bv the
nffit'l', Jnurnali~m huilclin:,r. room 20;; nt the <'ornet· of C~ntrnl
and Yah
Pagc6
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Hawaii made a virtual joke out of their bid for
membership in the WAC during thPir gamf' aeainst NP.w
Mexico last Saturday. Officials are not part of the football
team, albeit, but they are hired by the home team, and the
ones who called the 28-21 game were not considered by
the Albuquerque announcers as among the best.
I had been wondering why the Rainbows were doing so
well in Honolulu when they were getting smashed on the
mainland. Some might say it is because they felt it such a
treat to get to go to the mainland they didn't play well.
But most of the Hawaii team was from the mainland in the
first place. The WAC has to have good reason for admitting
a team, and the game Saturday night was good reason not
to.
The loss to Hawaii really didn't have much bearing on
the Lobo season. They ended 6-3-2, but for all intents and
purposes the key non-conference games were with San
Jose i:::itate, Iowa State and Texas Tech. The game with
New Mexico State wa'> a bizarre game, because it was so
high- scoring, so it was a sort of key game.
Those games against non-WAC foes ended with one win,
two losses and two ties. But the Lobos finished 5-l in the
WAC for a secure second place the second year in a row.

Women's Hoop Team
Practices Wednesday
Practice begins Wednesday for
all women interested in playing
for the women's intercollegiate
basketball team, said Beverly
Bond, women's coach.
Bond said that women trying
out for the team in

"have displayed greater skills than
the a vetage 'double dribbler',''
and said that any women trying
out for the team must be "willing
to work."
Bond added that at this time no
schedule of games has been
organized, but said that the bulk
of the season is during the spring
semester,
"Anyone who has played
basketball knows the importance
of building up muscular and
cardiovascular endurance," said
Bond.

DEVCO WILL TAKE YOUR IDEA, YOUR
INVENTION, YOUR PRODUCT AND
TURN IT INTO A PRODUCT FOR
PEOPLE AND PROFIT FOR YOU
have an idea that could be converted into a profituble product but lack the marketing and developing
skills to bring it acl'oss, we at DEVCO will become your
partner in a business venture that could change your
entire life.
Give us a chance
If

More Senate Campaign Statements

tip-off

/OU

Tremendous Selection
of Wire Frames

,.

Senate ...
(continued from page 4)
fails an elective course to have the
option of either taking the course
again and passing or not worrying
about that course and taking
something that they may be able
to do better in. In other words,
the student would not be forced
to make up a course he failed in,
I would like to have a better
report for the student populace
about the spending of money in
GO far as the groups of ASUNM
go. I think the student should
know where the money they put
into this University's student
activities goes, and whether or not
it actually helps them or some
small faction. (This is not to sa:Y
that all groups funded .by ASUNM
are bad and wasting money, but I
would like to see an open
investigation by an impartial
student group as to explain what
groups are benefiting the whole of
the student body and those which
we not, and if not, why-not.)
Fur on a dog holds heat in or
keeps it out. The fur acts,as an
insulating blanket against all kinds
of rapid changes in the weather.
Theret'ore be careful when you
bathe your dog it could catch a
cold and die.

...

FUN

University Discount

with J.D.
F(\fl FHU: INFOHMATION CALL OR WHJU

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION AND
DISTfliSUTING COMPANY 0~ AMERICA

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

1st National Bank East
(Central at San Mateo)

Suite 1220
Phone 265-9501
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James Chavez, Atancio
Maldonado, Juan Quintana, Lee
Vargas, Bernadette Chavez,
Manuel Sandoval, Sandra
Jaramillo, Ernesto Gomez
In forming a coalition of
Chicano students for student
Senate we, the undHrslgned,
believe that a time has come to
reach out and ask our fellow
students (Chicanos et al) a basic
question: Is student-government a
dead entity?
We think there are reasons to
believe that if it is not already
dead it is dying. For us death is a
stu dent Senate whose core is
never quorum, A president whose
class schedule makes him available
to students only through The
Lobo, A budget that allocates
$2950 to a Chicano population of
2700. A speakers committee that
spends $3200 to bring two
representatives of the black
minority (300) at UNM but only
$350 for a Chicano representative,
Reis L. Tijerina, and whose
negotiating efforts with Cesar
Chavez consisted of one letter
which Chavez declined, a fact that
.was not brought to the attention
of Chavez representatives in
Albuquerque (Albuquerque
Boycott Committee) until
November,
Pessimism? To the contrary,
Our hearts are embodied in a faith
that a formerly "non-vocal" group
will respond to our pleas for
justice, A justice which will revive
this government of passive

Stl Wyoming NE
255-8282
NEW MEXICO LOBO

Central at University

FUN
Monday, November 29, 1971

FUN

leadership. A justice that will
breathe vitality into a moral
vacuum.
To do this we are ready to
confront the issues before us, It
would be useless to try to name
all these issues but there are a few
upon which we must take a
position now.
We mentioned the fact that
only one Chicano speaker had
been invited to UNM this
year-the full story is that only
one Chicano speaker has been
here in the past two years. Out of
a total budget in two years of
$31,600 a grand total of $350 has
been spent to defend La Raza
from the podium. In past weeks
the Albuquerque Boycott
Committee has pressed the
speakers committee to bring Cesar
Chavez to UNM.
They finally won a victory
when the speakers committee set
aside $1750 on Nov, 15, 1971 to
bring Chavez to this campus. But
we must not and will not settle
for this method of solicitation. We
propose that a permanent
allocation proportionate to the
total Chicano population
(statewide-since these are the
people who pay for our
education) be made to pay for
Chicano speakers.
Another budgctory issue is the
allocation made by ASUNM to
Chicano Studies. Working with
simple proportions that Chicano
poulation outnumbers the black
population on campus 9 to 1.
ASUNM budgeted $3750 to Black
Studies this year and only $2950
to Chicano Studies. This is not to
say that Black Studies does not
deserve more (they probably do)
but only shows that the Chicano
presence is not impressing
ASUNM. This is an utter
degradation to Chicanos and yet a
Ken White cannot understand
why his budget was turned down
twice, This injustice is but one of
many in the ASUNM budget that

affects every chartered
organization on campu"s,
UNM athletics is another issue
which any student legislative body
must re-evaluate. $1.4 million is
spent on predominantly male
athletics each year (from the
University general fund), In
particula1· $14,500 is spent for
football movies, $80,000 for
travel expenses, $404,700 for
athletic scholarships, $322,000
for the golf course administration,
$13,990 for contingency
allowances to players (pocket
money) Ptr. On the other hand
$29,780 was allocated for
Chicano Studies, $34,000 for
A fro·American Studies and
$36,000 for Native American
Studies. Lunacy! Not only do
they spend excessively in male
sports, but the largest ethnic
group on campus has the smallest
allocation, If we play proportions
against Chicano Studies should
receive somewhere in the vicinity
of $450,000 for their program.
No wonder that many Chicanos
on campus know not even of the
existence of the program which is
attempting to benefit them!
Another of the basic issues is
our very identity. Chicanos have
always been referred to as a
"minority ethnic group," This is
clearly of racist origin, Will the
"majority ethnic group" please
step forward? The fact is La Raza
is the largest ethnic group on
campus, in the city and in the.
state. Were it not for the military
and defense related installations in
New Mexico we would still be as
always (we were prior to 1940),
the majority of citizens.
Should we not then state the
conditions which are a reality?
The breakdown is then really the
"haves" and "have-nots." Clearly
the presence of so many Chicanos
on the University campus (though
not proportional to the total
population of Chicanos in New
Mexico) is an indica~ion that more

and more of us are wanting to be
a part of the "have.s." We have
discarded the old idea of
inferiority. We have thrown out
the contention that those who are
a minority of the State's
population must be content with
what i~> "given" to them, Our
history pas brought us a new
awareness,
This new obligation is what
moves us to seek positions in
student government, But it is not
our only aim, We want to bring all
Chicanos into the "haves." Not to
become a part of another culture
but to enlarge our own-a culture
that has been repeatedly subjected
to an inferior status by white
supremist invaders. Ya basta,
One of the members of the
slate, Bernadette Chavez, is
currently organizing a tenant
organization on campus. This
organization will affect not only
Chicanos but all students living in
the University area and ultimately
will affect the tenant laws of New
Mexico. She has this to say about
that vital issue:
"We Chicanos realize a serious
discrepancy exists which adversely
affects the lives and well-being of
students who live in apartments
near UNM. One simply needs a
decent place to live, Because
slumlords perpetrate a
substandard housing situation,
students rarely avoid being
exploited, particularly if they are
poor.
The heating system may not
ooerate until winter has become
an old familiar face, Faulty locks
on doors and windows would be
easy to break through. For these
and other common grievances the
poor Chicano student has no
recourse within the law.
Inflated rents are becoming old
hat new campus. It is no longer
unusual to be paying over $100 a
month for a one-bedroom
efficiency, Exorbitant late fees
and non-refundable damage
deposits add to an already
burgeoning problem.
Furthermore, the student
tenant needs the slumlords more
than the slumlords need to worry
about the student. He is sure to
find a customer willing to pay his

price, but a person is lucky to find
a place at all. :Ya basta!
Why must Chicanos continue to
pay luxury prices for ghetto
conditions? We intend to support
the tenant issue being brought
before us by the· New Mexico
Tenant Organization and will ask
for student government funds to .
help the student with a very basic
need. The poorer students need
substantial support to effectively
challenge the complex system of
private property ownership and
exploitation."
These are but a few of the
issues that will be brought out in
our full campaign, and we we
prepared to meet with anyone to
dialogue on these and other
relevant issues.

THE
STONE CROCK
home brew supplies
Opening
this Weekend

·~

112 Dartmouth SE
• fruit concentrates • liqueurs
• "country wine" suppli""
Sat.-Sun, 9:30.9
Mon., Wed., Fri. 9:30.9

CASEY OPTICAL
next to Casey's Rexall Drug
4312 Lomas NE 255-6329

CAMPUS l.AUNDRY
and CLEANING

we specialize

Coin·op Dry·Ciea.ting
and laundry
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
. 247-0836

Btr liJienerschnitul
4201 Central NE

1256-35181
Lyle Talbot
Agency, Inc.
1500 SAN PEDRO, N.E.

Student Auto
Insurance
Special Rates For:
I. Drivers Under 25
2. Underage Females
3. Military Personnel
4. Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available

1256-35181

Experienced Handling of
Hard fo Place Insurance

Get in tune with the times ...
ErernaSonic, the Swiss made
tuning fork watch. Exclusively at:

~tomp~C?P~
jEWELERS

"The Unusual as Usual"
Tr·:t.EPUONE

(across Mcnaul from Coronado Center)
2fiH--1180
6609 Mr·:NAU!. Ut.vo., N.E.

Pago'/

Trunk Murder Memories

'Tiger Woman' to Win Her Parole
FLORENCE, Ari:~;, (UPI)- the board usually sets aside up to
Winnie Ruth Judd, who once 60 days before a prisoner is freed
came within 72 hours of hanging in order to work out a parole
for the bloody 1931 trunk program. Because J~tdd is
murders of two friends, is expected to go to California,
expected to win a parole Monday, Arizona will have to seek
But the matronly 67 - year - permission to parole Judd there
old Ms. Judd, nicknamed the through an interstate compact,
"Tiger Woman" during her... , .Sh~. wa~ foun~· guilty of the
sensational 1932 trial, probably slaying of Agnes Anne Leroi. She
won't be freed from prison for also was charged with killing a
another 60 days.
second friend, Hedvig Samuelson,
The Arizona Board of Pardons but was never tried for that
and Paroles meets at the state slaying. The bodies
the two
prison here at 1 p.m. Monday to women were found in trunks in
formally decide whether to parole the Los Angeles Railroad Depot.
her. The board is expected to do One of the bodies had been
so because earlier this year it dismembered.
recommended commutation of
A jury sentenced Judd to be
her life sentence, which was 'hanged, but three days before the
granted a month ago by Gov. Jack scheduled execution in 1933
Williams and cleared the way another jury declared her insan~
legally for her parole.
and she was committed to the
State corrections officials said state hospital in Phoenix.

of

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini..
mun1 ( $1.40) POl' time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutJve dnys w1th
no changes the rate ta reduced to ,6c
per word and the minirnum number of

ADVERTISING
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words to 10.
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Clasalfled Advertlalng
UNM P.O. Box 20

Albuquerque, N,M. 87106

TERMS: Payment must be made in fuU prJor to insertion of advertisement

l)

PERSONALS

POETRY WANTED, ILDEWILD PRESS,
1H07 E. Olympic, Los Angel.,., Ca. 90021,
ARE YOU ASSOCIATED WITH AFS?
Please call 277-32u3, 298-6410, 209-0673.
11/30

3)

SERVICES

ORTHODOX BAHA'I FIRESIDES, Thurs·
day nlght.s, 7 :30, G21 Spruce SE, Apt.
311i. !<'or :inform;ltion or trnnsPOX'ttltion,
call 242-4839, or write P.O. Box 787,
Albu., 87103. 11/'::2':-9-,------AGORA-'1'00 MUCH Turlwy nnll dressing i~:; not the onJy problem that hap..
pene nt Than~givJnrr. \Ve :1re QD~n 2i
hre. through the brcalt. You llon't hnYc
to be a studen~ to need us. 277-3013.
11/24

SKILLgo BUT CHgAp VW work done.
818 Arno SE. 12/1
RED HOT LOVERS: ROMEOS-whercforc nrt thoua 7'J EnWr bjg contest and
wln big prize-your petition fuJr].Y signed
by MOST JILTED GIRLS wino electric
Plnnk<'t and two free best tickets to
Promises, Ptomiscs. SubmJt to Box: Of..
flee, Popejoy Hall by 4 ;GO pm, Friday
Dee. 3. 12/1
HAVE OTHER ~'HlNGS '!0 DO? Let me
do your lroning-Ren.sonP.b}e. University
area--266-16G4, 11/29
"lN-YOUR·HOME," 'l':::'V~R"'e_p_a.,-ir..,.i"'F""r-<c-.,._Umntcu I Student dbcountl 268·2497,
11/20
TYPING. REASONABLE RATE. 9809
Salem NE. 290·8349. 12/3
WILL DO TYPING-Tenn papers, ole.
Accurate. 60¢ pog<>--296·4063. 11/30
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. 8 yeal'S experience, IDM electric, 268-7629. 12/G
TUTORING· all oubJcctn~all lcvel:l. Ex·
pericnced. eertlfied or c:ollesrc tl:!nchera.
CERTII>'IED TUTORING SERVICE2U6-H100. 12/7
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRIIIT
PHOTOG!tAPHY - Wedding, You or
Whatever, 242-7G6B, 12/8
4)

FORRENT

APARTMENT FOR QUIET UNIVERSl'!Y BOYS, $GG month nnd llM, 3
rooms nnd bnthr 11 blocks from Univcr..
lllty, 243-0200, 119 Walter NE. 11/20
STUDENT. Roo~tMATE ~,NEEDEo-:Not
ntrnl..,ht vleano. 2-bedroom hou;;e, $70.00
monthly, Steve, 1620 Lend SE, 247·441G,
12/1

5)

FOR SALE

5)

_______

Christmas Flights

WHERE: Joumallsm Building. Room
205, afternoons preferably or

Her death sentence was reduced
to a life sentence in 1952.
Ms. Judd stayed in the hospital,
except for some brief escapes,
until 1962 when she disappeared
and was not found until June of
1969, At that time she was
discovered working as a domestic
in Danville, Calif.
'
The parole board, if it grants
Judd freedom, will set down
conditions of her parole. Judd's
attorney, Lan·y Debus, said after
the governor announced the
commutation that Judd would
retum to work at Danville for Dr,
and Ms. John Blemer and wanted
to live out her life in seclusion,
One condition may be that
Judd not write or sell her life
story or disclose any details of the
case in any manner. Debus said
that condition was offered the
board at the original hearing in
February.
.;_,

WEDDING INVITATIONS - l'rlce~ nre
low in Idaho. 100 ClL';tom printed only
$5,96, Send for free catalog nnd samples
to Arnold Agency, 206 East Main, Rex·
burg, ldaho 83440.
HUSKIES-Silver and white unregistered
Siberian puppies, ~30. Moore, 266-2676.
12/t
USED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS &
RI;CORDS. Brothers Music. 1631 Central NW. 242-3745, 12/1
19£l6 VW, good condition. Nearly new
tirc:s. Rebuilt engine. Excellent condi ...
tlon. 247:3G80 after G:00 pm, 12/1
1969 RED FIAT 124 Sports Coupe-good
condition, 20,000 mileo - Rea<Jonal>ly
priced. Pnone 298-3882. 1/2
SUPER 8 Movie Camera, New fantastic
color. 277·ll30ll. 11/29
1971 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER. Dual
Speaker-Automatic Level Recording.
277-4296. 20r12
NEW 1971 ZIG ZAG SEWING~
CHINES. Theoe machln.. hove built
in controls for sewing on buttons, mQno-grama, etc. $31:i cnch. Cash or tE:lrma.
United Freight Sales. 3920 Son Matro
NE. Open Q til 9. Sundnya 12-6. t!n
NEW 100 WATT COMPONENT SET.
AM·FM multi-ple>< sereo-radlo with
block out dial and built in stereo 8-tra.ck

Latin Revolution Symposiun1

A two-day symposium, entitled
"Revolution and Literature," will
bring together three of Chile's
most eminent novelists and poets
at UNM Nov. 29 at 3 p.m. in the
lounge of the new Ortega hall.
Featured will be Enrique
Lafourcade, novelist, a visiting
profe~sor of Spanish American
Literature at UNM; Fernando
Alegria, novelist- critic and
cultural attache in the Chilean
embassy in Washington and
Nicanor Parra, poet and visiting
'
professor at Yale.
Panel sessions are scheduled for
Nov. 29 and 30 at 7:30 p,m,

.e&on&Wt

•

CAMPUS BRIEF§

M

French Plays
Two French plays will be
presented on Nov. 30 And Dec, 1
in thll Union theater at 8 p.m.
The two plays "La Cantatrice
Chave" and "Pique - Nique en
Campagne" deal with meaninglesa
comm\tnication and ironic satire.
The plays will cost 50 cents for
students and $1 for the general
public.

CHOICEST PRODUCTS PROVIDE ITS PRIZED FLAVOR.
THE FINEST OF HOPS AND GRAINS ARE USED.

Busy Beaver

Computing Science Colloquium
will sponsor a talk on the "Busy
Beaver Problem, Another View of
Computability" to be presented
Wednesday, Dec.,1 at 4:30 p.m.
in room 142 of the Computer
Center. Delivering the lecture will
Decoration Ideas
be Joseph Schatz of the Sandia
People interested in learning Laboratories.
about Christmas decorations and
Rodeo Club
ideas are invited to a Home
Rodeo Club will meet at 6 p.m.
Economics Club meeting 'l'uesday Nov. 3 0 in the Union, room
Nov. 30 at 7 p.m. in the Elizabeth 231-A to elect officers and discuss
Simpson room of Lhe Home future activities.
Eeonomics Building.

Anyone interested in group Arts and Crafts
reduced' rate flights over
Free Demonstl·ations will be
Christmas vacations to Dallas, •
Atlanta, Miami, or any other given Wednesday evening, Dec, 1
point should contact the Office of in Block Printing and Copper
Consumer Affairs, room 248 in Enameling, The demonstrations
the Union, or phone 277-5605, will start at 6 p.m. in the ASUNM
10-12, and 1-5 Monday through Crafts area, Learn to print your
own Christmas cards.
Friday for information.
Works made in the crafts area
will be sold daily from 9-5,

Founders Day

Calling U

.,._

Monduy, November 29, 1971
Campus Crusade for Christ; Union
room 231·.'\; 9-11 a.m.
'
Moderp & Classical Languages•
Union Theatre; 12 noon-2:30p.m.
'
College of Nursing; Union. room.
231-A,B,C; 1:3()-4 p.m.
College of Nursing; Union room
253; 1:3()-5 p,m,
Parthellenic •J Council; Union room
230; 3:3()-5:30 p.m.
La Societe du Cinema; Uu.ion
Theatre; 3:30, 7:30, 9:30p.m.
Town Club; Union room 230; 7-8
p.m.
Town Cl\tb; Union room 253i
7•9:30 p.m.
Birth Control Referral Service;
Union room 25()-.'\; 7:3()-6:30 p.m.

Recruiting Chicanos
Fo;mnders' Day ceremonies of
A
Chicano Recruiter from
K11ppa Omicron Phi, national
home economics honorary Stanford will be on · campus
society, will be held in the 'l'uesday Nov. 30 from 1-5 p.m.
For students interested,
Simpson Room of the UNM
Stanford
Graduate Schooi
Home Economics Building
interviews will be held in the
Sunday (Dec, 5) at 2 p.m.
Placement Center.
·---------
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THE GENERAL HONORS PROGRAM
THE UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR PROGRAM

ncordcr p1nytt. With large DSR t:haniJ·

er. And huge 0 alr suapcnalon speaker
system. Compare at $460. Limited supPIY-$199.96 each. Cosh or terms. United
Freight Sales, 3920 San Mateo NE. Open
9 til o. Sundays 12·6. tfn
CUSTOM MADE BELTS, Purses, leather
ciftn, The Mind Shn!l, 106A Cornell
12/8
6)

IMPORTANT--unqent

EMPLOYMENT

GOOD PAY-PART TIME. Gnyo and gab
nee geys and gals. Call 298-4603 or 268·
8163 for aPPt. 12/3
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT In Yelkwntone
and nil U.S. National Parka. Dooltlct
tell:l where and l10w to apply, Send S2.00
to Arnold Agency, 206 EMt Main, Re><·
hlll'!l, Idaho 83440, Moneyback gunrnntec.
12/1

·will all students who have pre-registered for Undergraduate
Senior Program courses or General Honors courses please call

''STRA I GilT/' t:("3J>onsJbie colll1-te student
0!1 live In ma•d/hour.ol«cper for 3 boys
""""' 12, 9, 8. Tel. 206·2380 atter 6 pm.

71
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the Honors Center (ext. 220 I) or come to the office immediately.

SECONDS HANDMADE.

Stoneware3 pottery, enndle!:h Lenthcr goods
of New Mexico. Dnrga.in llrices, some

FOR SALE

GUITAR: Plmont<l 001 $96, Arln Aeonstic-$00. 2G6·2GGU att.or G 12/3
GMC PICKUP, Good eonditlon, $4000,
Olvado SE., Apt. A. 12/3
NEW 1071-SINGER::=-'-'.':s=E::W::::IN=G---:MA~
CIIINES equipped to do moot any·
thing, $49.95. Cash or Terms. Open 7
dnys n week. United Freight Saleo, 3920
San Mntro NE. tfn.
rusT- RECEIVED A::.S;;;H::::IP=M=E::N-::T::-ot.,...,.fa-ctory clooeoutu. C1ln9int!:J or IGO wn.tt com-·
ponent seta with AM·FM multiple~ ra·
dlos,. deluxe Garrard clmn.cer, stereo tape
deck and atr Dtl!JPcnoion opeakcr nysU.m.
hna Jacks for extra speakers, mltar and
head sets. ComPlete $106.9G. United
Freight Snles, 3020 Snn Mnt«> NE. Cn.'Jh
or tErms. Open 7 days n week. tfn.
SAMOYEDS (White Xmas dog), $110 nnd
up. Qunlity pup•. Cholewka 298-6379.
11/30
LEV,I'S DLUg JEAN DELLS. Lat'l{e
sh1pmCT1t nnlvEd 11·18·71* We hnvc your
size NOW ll !I Lobo Men'o Shop 2120
Central s~;. 11/30 .
1/3 CARAT DIAMOND Engnrrement Ring,
$12G or bent otTer. Call 242·6800. ll/30
20 Pl:!r('ent di."Jcount on TentG, backPncko
sl~fng bngs, books, food. bonta n.nd :n.c~
crosorli!a. C<H)p membern r«'clve 2G per-

thirdn. Ample parking, 122GB 12111 St.
1JW. Hourn: 11 :00 am·u :oo vm, TuesdaY·
_ Sunday.

5'07

cent dl<iC'oUnt. Trnll HnUJj

1031 Snn

1\lntro SE.
'
GIBSON ~1Ll':CTRIC GUITAR- (Ne;.).
S-G Stnndard. DCJt offer, 1\farthn-242303!, 12/1
HONDA 360 1070. Excellent con~ltlon.
i~~o.oo, call Jim, 242-1398 or 268:8765.
DBAI, STUDENT '1'0 STttDEN'r. SAVE
30·5~r:( on Dlnruomt rings, 344·G349. 1/25
KASTLE 206s- \'o'Jtb Marker Bindlnc•
Lnnge Dooto, slz:l:! B%. Dn.rrecrntter 'Pole~.
Us€!d 1 _acn.r.on. Urigfnnl CtJSt $2BG. Sell
for $150, Sec McDonnld nt Journalism
20r. n!ter 4.
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S, $30-$60, 441
Wyoming NE. 266·6987, 12/20
WEIGli'rS, 300 ioo.,a du~bc-nr""'b,-e""lL
Hcnvy otTer. 256·9004. 12/1
1072 NUDIST cnlend~-.-'.
. "7.12:--·-:D::-Ig-c-oolorful
tJnges, h<'RutltuJ Albuquerque gii'13. Send
$2 cMh or check: Sunbnthcr, Dept. L
'
Box 8514, Albuquerque 87108, 11/30

CLA§§KFKED
ADVER''Jfl§KNG
""

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (!hot's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to Insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOlLOWING ADVERTISEMENT-- TIMES STARTING~----

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSED$ _ _ __
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